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Spidi Ergo 
365 Expedition
Jacket £850, trousers £430

Info www.spidi.com

Rukka 
Arma-S
Jacket £1100 
trousers £770

Info 
www.tranam.co.uk

Belstaff Classic 
Tourist Trophy
Expect to pay £540

Info www.dpc-distribution.com

Richa 
Bonneville
Expect to pay £180

Info www.nevis.uk.com

Plug 
the gaps

The best suit in the world is 
less than optimal if wind and rain 

are working their way in. Get a good 
neck tube plus warm and/or 

waterproof socks (SealSkinz are 
waterproof; horse and camping shops 
do warm socks). Inner gloves are only 

good if your gloves are loose fitting, 
otherwise you’re constricting 

your circulation – better to 
carry spare gloves.

Biketek Heated 
Jacket Liner

Expect to pay £180

Info www.bike
tek-heated-

clothing.

co.uk

TEXTILE KNOW-HOW
What do you want from textiles?
Textile suits are warm and waterproof, 
protective and practical, but don’t fall into 
the trap of thinking that any decent textile 
suit will serve every purpose.

Some textile suits are basically oversuits 
that can be worn over work clothing. At the 
other extreme there are close-fitting riding 
suits using as much armour as a leather 
race suit. For many the best compromise 
is a relatively loose-fitting but high-spec 
adventure suit that, if worn over technical 
base layers, can serve you all year round.

How should you care for 
your textiles?
Hang them up after every ride – especially 
when they’re wet. The best way is to get a 
RiDE Award-winning BikerTidy – a metal 
rack designed to stand in your garage – and 
some of their heavy-duty hangers (www.
bikertidy.com) or the super-tough hangers 
from Dritek (www.dritekproducts.com). 

And make sure you keep textiles clean. 
They all come with specific washing 
instructions, but it usually involves nothing 
more complicated than taking out any 
liners, armour and phones and bunging 
it in a washing machine.
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